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TRILUX GROUP

THE COMPLETE PACKAGE

Established know-how, a passionate commitment and international experience: the TRILUX Group develops effi-
cient, simple lighting solutions for all applications. Ranging from state-of-the-art light and control technology to 
custom luminaires with a high level of technical and design sophistication. The experts at TRILUX, Oktalite, ZALUX, 
BAG, ICT and watt24 work together every day to achieve their aim of making light even more efficient and providing 
solutions for customers featuring high levels of simplicity. For this purpose the corporate group brings together its 
research and development expertise under a single roof: the Innovation and Technology Centre, a source for new 
ideas for saleable products. With these innovation-oriented structures, the TRILUX Group is a pioneering partner 
with a high level of expertise for customers located all over the world.
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www.trilux.com
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TRILUX has characterised both the history and the future of light for more than 100 years, with the aim of creating 
artificial light that is just as efficient, diverse and sustainable as the sun itself. TRILUX today offers not only inno-
vative luminaires for indoor and outdoor applications but also perfectly matching lighting solutions for all require-
ments.

TRILUX SIMPLIFY YOUR LIGHT represents the most simple and reliable path to customised, energy-efficient and 
sustainable lighting solutions. In the dynamic and ever more complex lighting market, customers are provided with 
optimal advice, ideal orientation and perfect light. To ensure this, TRILUX offers a wide portfolio of technologies 
as well as high-performance partners within the TRILUX Group and unites single components to create custom-
designed complete solutions – always perfectly matched to customer requirements and specific applications.



LIGHT IN OFFICES

OPPORTUNITIES 
ON EVERY LEVEL
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The dimensions of good lighting 
Specific quality criteria need to be considered to achieve optimum office lighting. 

Visual acuity: 
The lighting level defines bright-
ness and glare control enables 
vision without disruptions and 
without direct or reflected glare. 

Visual comfort: 
A harmonious distribution of 
brightness and a balanced 
luminance ratio are needed for 
high levels of visual comfort. The 
light colour should be optimally 
adapted to specific visual tasks 
and the higher the CRI (colour 
rendering index) value of a lumi-
naire, the more naturally colours 
are rendered. 

Visual ambience: 
The visual atmosphere is de-
termined by light direction and 
shadowing and enables surface 
structures to be recognised. 

What is the ideal lighting solution for an office building with its array of applications, 
ranging from stairways to prestigious executive offices? The same valid standards and 
regulations have to be complied with, but that's only part of it. Office requirements 
have fundamentally changed and technical innovations offer users unprecedented 
possibilities, e.g. in terms of visual comfort, energy efficiency, control and design. 

Clients who are looking for lighting solutions which are both high-performance and 
future-fit and do not do not want to have to compromise, see TRILUX as a committed 
specialist for the complete range of lighting tasks. For over 100 years TRILUX has 
been developing innovative and highly efficient light systems that set standards, also 
when cooperating with customers and partners – TRILUX lighting specialists sup-
port project managers with a diversity of services ranging from financing concepts, 
designing and installation to commissioning and maintenance. 

Visual acuity Visual comfort Visual ambience

Lighting 
level

Glare 
limitation

Shadowing

Light direction

Light colour

Colour rendering

Harmonious 
distribution of 

brightness

Good lighting



LIGHT IN OFFICES 

EVERYTHING UNDER 
ONE ROOF
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Opinions significantly differ when trying to specify the right lighting solution for office buildings – operators and 
users of offices have different priorities. Older employees have different visual needs to their younger colleagues 
and for work on computer screens, other lighting conditions are required than for reading printed material. In 
short, lighting requirements in offices are very diverse and expectations are high. These are ideal pre-conditions 
for TRILUX lighting solutions that meet the interests of all participants equally, ranging from legislative require-
ments and economic opportunities for operators to the requirements of individual users. 

Legislative requirements 
The lighting of offices is regulated 
according to the European DIN 
EN 12464-1 lighting standard. 
This ensures that workstations 
for all office work tasks are 
optimally illuminated, e.g. with 
regard to lighting levels, shadow-
ing, reflections and light colours. 
Legislative requirements are also 
in place for energy efficiency and 
environmental compatibility – 
DIN EN 15193 summarises the 
energy requirements made on 
lighting solutions. 

Opportunities for operators
TRILUX lighting solutions are 
highly energy efficient, have long 
lifespans and wide maintenance 
intervals and upgrading conven-
tional T8 lighting installations 
with TRILUX LED solutions fea-
turing light management systems 
enables operating overheads to 
be cut by up to 85 %! This is bene-
ficial for both your budget and the 
environment. Furthermore, light 
and luminaires are increasingly 
used as image-building elements 
to support the corporate design 
of companies.

Employees' requirements 
Office work in the 21st century 
places high demands on employ-
ees, e.g. with a highly diverse 
ranges of tasks. Activities range 
from typical computer screen 
work and normal reading tasks 
to creative meetings and pres-
entations and different lighting 
conditions are needed for each 
of these applications.

85%
SAVINGS 

POTENTIAL
with LED + LMS



HUMAN CENTRIC 
LIGHTING

PEOPLE AT THE CENTRE
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The biological effect of light on people is scientifically undisputed – light influences our well-being, controls hor-
monal processes and according to its spectral composition, is able to help us concentrate or relax. Human Centric 
Lighting places the needs of people at its core and specifically supports them in their activities with the right light.



HUMAN CENTRIC 
LIGHTING

HEALTH
ACTIVATION
RELAXATION
EXPERIENCE
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Human Centric Lighting takes into account the visual, emotional and biological needs of people with lighting. The 
TRILUX product spectrum enables Human Centric Lighting to be simply and specifically implemented in office 
buildings. Simply the right solution for any requirement.

Activating or calming light 
Light colour determines biological effectiveness – light with a high spectral blue component has an activating ef-
fect and can increase the ability to concentrate and perform. Light with a higher red component on the other hand 
supports relaxation. TRILUX offers luminaires with light colours from 3,000 to 6,500 K. The right selection enables 
productive areas or relaxation rooms for example to be illuminated with a light colour that supports the specific 
activity. TRILUX Active luminaires generate both activating and calming light scenes with a single luminaire by 
mixing LED light with various colour temperatures (from warm white to daylight white).

Automatically stabilising the biological rhythm 
Natural sunlight modifies its spectral composition during the course of the day – in the mornings there is a higher 
blue light component, with the red component increasing in the evening. This natural sequence can hardly be seen 
by the human eye but influences the waking/sleeping rhythm of people. The problem is that working in closed 
buildings prevents the body from receiving the natural impulses of sunlight that stabilise the biological rhythm and 
consequences range from concentration difficulties to sleep disorders. TRILUX Active luminaires with white-white 
control are capable of automatically simulating the natural adaptations of sunlight across the course of the day. 
This supports the biological rhythm and increases performance capability during office work. 

Melatonin

Attention

activatingcalming

6:00 12:00 18:00Time of day

Requisite artificial light is mixed from warm white (3,000 K) and daylight white (6,500 K) light sources according to the time of day.



ENERGY EFFICIENCY

HIGH EFFICIENCY 
LOW COSTS
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Energy efficiency is a central factor when specifying suitable lighting solutions, in addition to a long service life 
and long maintenance intervals – typical characteristics of TRILUX luminaires, providing the best pre-conditions 
for high-performance lighting systems that feature high cost-efficiency in the long run. 

Refurbish now and benefit straight away 
Lighting systems in German office buildings have an average age of 13.8 years and refurbishing such conventional, 
obsolete installations enables energy consumption to be cut by up to 85 %. TRILUX offers a wide spectrum of cus-
tomised refurbishment solutions for rapid and simple replacements and the payback period on investment costs is 
often very short thanks to reduced operating overheads. 

Service tip: calculate your own personal savings potential! 
Use the TRILUX Efficiency Calculator to simply and quickly estimate the level 
of savings potential with your refurbishment. Find the calculator at: 

www.trilux.com/efficiency-calculator

Energy efficiency example
3-desk office

Old installation
LLCG

Old installation 
ECG 

New system 
LED

Luminaire Old recessed luminaire 
T8 – 4x18 LLCG

Old recessed luminaire 
T8 – 4x18 ECG

ArimoS CDP LED 
4,000 lm

Power consumption per luminaire 84 W 76 W 40 W
Number of luminaires in building 6  6  6  
Total power consumption 504 W 456 W 240 W
Kilowatt hours p. a. 1,386 kWh 1,254 kWh 660 kWh
Energy costs p. a. € 438 € 396 € 209

T8 – LLCG T8 – ECG
Energy saving potential 52 % 47 %
Saved kilowatt hours p. a. 726 kWh 594 kWh
Energy savings p.a. € 230 € 188
CO2 savings p. a. 0.43 tonnes 0.35 tonnes
Based on a nominal price per kWh of € 0.23 in 2015 and an annual inflation rate of 5 % over 15 years (each with 2,750 hrs.) of service life.

85%
SAVINGS 

POTENTIAL
with LED + LMS



ENERGY EFFICIENCY

TRILUX LUMINAIRES 
PLUS LIGHT MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEMS
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0.00 24.0012.006.00 18.00

0.00 24.0012.006.00 18.00

0.00 24.0012.006.00 18.00

0.00 24.0012.006.00 18.00

0.00 24.0012.006.00 18.00

Intelligent and efficient light management systems cut operating costs even further. Sensors measure specific 
parameters, e.g. presence detection or how much daylight enters the room and electronic control components 
automatically switch luminaires to minimise energy consumption without impairing visual conditions. The dia-
grams below demonstrate how energy overheads can be cut by up to 85 % by installing LED lighting with a light 
management system. 

The old system: lighting with T8
The typical situation in many office buildings: installed luminaires use 
T8 fluorescent lamps operated with e.g. conventional ballasts (CCG) or 
low-loss ballasts (LLCG).

Lighting with LED
Upgrading to LED lighting significantly reduces energy consumption and 
LED solutions feature increased quality of light with longer lifespans. 

Presence sensors
Presence sensors detect the occupancy of persons in a room and lumi-
naires are only activated when genuinely required.

Brightness sensors
Brightness sensors measure the existing quantity of daylight in a room. 
Luminaires steplessly emit precisely the quantity of light needed to 
achieve a preset lighting level.

Presence and brightness sensors
The perfect combination: the presence sensor ensures that luminaires 
are only switched on if people are present. Energy is also not wasted 
in "activated" state because, thanks to the brightness sensor, available 
levels of daylight are optimally utilised. 

-50 %
to T8

-71 %
to T8

-77 %
to T8

-85 %
to T8



LIVELINK

WHEN INTELLIGENCE 
COMES TO LIGHT
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Intelligent light management provides a variety of advantages, optimising the quality 
of light, reducing operating costs and enabling users to conveniently control lighting 
conditions according to individual requirements. 

Low operating overheads, 
high quality of light 
The possibilities are enormous – 
installing a LiveLink light man-
agement system with presence 
and daylight detection can cut 
operating costs by up to 85 %. 
Quality of light is simultaneously 
improved: LiveLink enables the 
effortless setting up and calling 
up of light scenes, meaning that 
employees are able to rapidly 
modify the office lighting situa-
tion to their specific activities or 
individual requirements.

LiveLink: the simple solution 
for complex tasks
Even though the benefits of 
light management systems 
are known, complex designing, 
installation and commissioning 
often proved a barrier for project 
managers in the past. LiveLink 
is different: all components and 
processes are ideally matched 
and installed in next to no time 
thanks to intuitive use of the 
software. 

LiveLink – TRILUX and STEINEL 
expertise in a single system 
LiveLink brings together 
TRILUX's lighting and control 
expertise with market-lead-
ing sensor technology from 
STEINEL. The result sets new 
standards in terms of quality, 
performance and user friend-
liness. 



LIVELINK

SIMPLY PLANNED 
RAPIDLY INSTALLED 
INTUITIVELY OPERATED

Window side
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LiveLink was developed to decisively simplify the complex processes of designing, installation, commissioning and 
operating a light management system. The aim was to gain maximum performance and flexibility along with mini-
mum effort for all participants, ranging from designers to users. LiveLink has achieved these targets at all levels – 
the high-performance light management system provides simple access to a new world of light and light control. 

Designing: easier than ever before
LiveLink offers a wide selection of preset room configurations for typical applications. These so-called use cases 
have been designed among other applications for schools, offices and industrial halls and can be individually mod-
ified for more complex requirements. 

Installation: simple and quick 
LiveLink is rapidly installed thanks to simple wiring: only the mains connection and DALI control lines are needed 
to interconnect the luminaires and establish a connection to the control system. 

Commissioning: intuitive and mobile using tablets
Commissioning is easy with an iOS or Android tablet and users are guided through the process step-by-step. No 
extensive prior knowledge is necessary thanks to the intuitive graphic user interface. Especially practical is that 
correct commissioning can be controlled via visual feedback from the system.

Operation: conveniently via push-button and app
Many processes such as presence detection and recording daylight levels are carried out automatically by LiveLink 
with the corresponding configuration. LiveLink can also be controlled conveniently using commercially available 
push-buttons on walls, or with a simple and high-performance app installed on mobile end devices. System para-
meters can also be quickly and simply modified with the app.



LIGHT MANAGEMENT

SAVE ENERGY
MOTIVATE WORKERS
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LiveLink
Flexible DALI light management 
system for energy saving with 
preset room configurations (use 
cases) and integrated WLAN 
module.

WW control
DALI light management system 
for white-white control and 
support of the human day-night 
rhythm.

Light management enables the energy-saving use of light. This means only using light where 
needed and only as much as required. Electronic control components automatically switch or dim 
a lighting system for this purpose and suitable solutions are available for nearly all applications in 
the office sector, ranging from stairways to open-plan offices. In addition to the need for high energy 
efficiency, individuality and creative flexibility are often desired as well – TRILUX solutions precisely 
meet these requirements. 

The two essential functions of presence detection and daylight control are specifically implemented 
in all typical applications. On the following product pages, corresponding light management systems 
are assigned to the products. Light management components must be ordered separately, or are 
directly assembled into products (master luminaires) upon request.

WW control

LiveLink

Light management systems

Room managementCreate room Light control

WLAN / HotspotSettings



OFFICE

THE RIGHT SOLUTION FOR 
EVERY APPLICATION
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Differing requirements demand the right lighting solutions in each case. Visual acuity and visual comfort are 
most important within the various office types, whereas in other areas such as corridors and stairways, safety 
takes precedence. TRILUX luminaires shown on the following pages can be used variably for individual office 
environments. 

The products displayed represent only a small selection of our lighting solutions. See the complete product 
spectrum at www.trilux.com.

26 Entrance areas/corridors/stairways

32 Offices

36 Open-plan offices

40 Executive offices

44 Meeting rooms

48 Sanitary facilities

50 Parking areas/paths/facade illumination



ENTRANCE AREAS, 
CORRIDORS AND 
STAIRWAYS

THE FIRST IMPRESSION 
COUNTS
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A warm welcome
An entrance area is the business card of a company, communicating to visitors an initial impression and either 
directly or indirectly, a piece of corporate culture as well. The right light and suitable luminaires are decisive 
factors in achieving a coordinated and harmonious overall impression. Typical for entrance areas is a high and 
simultaneously uniform lighting level that facilitates orientation for visitors and employees without glare. 

Economic and safe, if you please
Corridors and stairways are not only "small problem zones" in office buildings – on the one hand they must be 
optimally illuminated to ensure safe orientation and movement and on the other, many of these areas are only 
frequented occasionally, meaning that keeping them lit continuously consumes unnecessarily high amounts of 
energy. The solution is an intelligent light management system, ensuring optimum visual conditions and cutting 
energy consumption by only activating luminaires if genuinely necessary.



ENTRANCE AREAS

THE FIRST IMPRESSION 
COUNTS
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LC67 LED
The flexible LC67 light channel 
with a modular design provides 
high design flexibility for users 
– the result is light that ideally 
brings together functionality 
and appearance, whether in 
the form of a trimless recessed 
channel, with a covering edge, 
as a surface-mounted channel 
or as a suspended version with 
an indirect component for ceiling 
illumination.

www.trilux.com/lc67

Polaron IQ LED
The purist design of the Polaron 
IQ LED blends into interiors with 
a timelessly simple elegance. 
The product family with modular 
design provides maximum design 
flexibility due to various ring 
sizes, light emissions, RGB vari-
ants and accessories for several 
mounting methods. 

www.trilux.com/polaroniq

Inplana/Onplana LED
Inplana and Onplana provide 
glare-eliminated planar light for 
the first time in the downlight 
sector. The luminaires blend ide-
ally into all surroundings thanks 
to their modern, purist design. 
Also suitable for wall mounting 
due to minimised direct glare and 
wide light emission to provide 
new planning and designing 
options.

www.trilux.com/inplana-onplana

Less G2 LED
Whether as a downlight or 
wallwasher, the Less G2 LED has 
a discreet appearance, blends 
harmoniously into its surround-
ings and places an emphasis on 
light and architecture. To achieve 
optimum visual conditions, pho-
tometric parameters such as il-
luminance, light colour and beam 
angle can be flexibly modified.

www.trilux.com/lessled

WW control

LiveLink



CORRIDORS 
AND STAIRWAYS

INVITING AND 
ENERGY-SAVING
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Inplana/Onplana LED
Inplana and Onplana provide 
glare-eliminated planar light for 
the first time in the downlight 
sector. The luminaires blend ide-
ally into all surroundings thanks 
to their modern, purist design. 
Also suitable for wall mounting 
due to minimised direct glare and 
wide light emission to provide 
new planning and designing 
options.

www.trilux.com/inplana-onplana

Inperla Ligra Plus LED
Various beam characteristics, 
luminous flux packages and de-
signs make the Inperla Ligra Plus 
LED the ideal lighting solution. 
A wide distribution optic, limited 
luminance levels and high glare 
reduction ensure a pleasant 
sense of light and maximum 
visual comfort.

www.trilux.com/inperlaligraplus

Polaron IQ LED
The basis element of the Polaron 
IQ LED range is a filigree, round 
light profile providing maximum 
design flexibility and enabling 
countless combinations within 
the series – this enables lighting 
and luminaire design to be 
perfectly adapted to specific ap-
plications. RGB versions further 
expand the design flexibility.

www.trilux.com/polaroniq

Belviso D LED
The optimised microprisms of the 
surface-mounted luminaires cre-
ate an atmosphere of well-being 
thanks to completely homoge-
neous illumination. Coloured 
light guides enable individual 
lighting moods. The outstanding 
efficiency of 111 lm/W leads to 
enormous energy savings of up to 
40 % compared to T5.

www.trilux.com/belvisod

Ridos Slim LED
Tight niches, corridors and 
rooms where every centimetre 
counts – the filigree Ridos Slim 
LED with its slender dimensions 
is the ideal solution, expanding 
the application flexibility of the 
wide-ranging Ridos product 
family. Seamless continuous line 
arrangements are also ideal for 
corridors. 

www.trilux.com/ridos-slim

LC67 LED
The LC67 light channel system 
ideally presents architecture and 
features especially homogene-
ous light without directly visible 
shadow gaps or differences in 
luminance. Available as standard 
in 10 different module lengths, 
the light channel can be installed 
horizontally and vertically around 
corners with T, L and X connec-
tors and is ideal for corridors and 
stairways.

www.trilux.com/lc67

WW control

LiveLink



OFFICE ROOMS

IDEALLY QUALIFIED
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Quality, flexibility and efficiency are the key features of TRILUX lighting solutions for offices. The standard-compli-
ant and glare-free illumination of rooms and individual workstations supports concentrated and fatigue-free work 
in the long run. If activities change, then lighting conditions can be rapidly modified to the new requirements – e.g.
using an optimised lighting scene for computer screen work or for reading documents. Appearances are important 
as well – pleasant light and modern luminaire designs generate positive working atmospheres and in terms of 
energy efficiency, TRILUX luminaires set standards. In summary: TRILUX lighting solutions enable work to be car-
ried out more easily, increase levels of well-being in offices and also cut operating overheads.



OFFICE ROOMS

IDEALLY QUALIFIED
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Arimo Slim MRX LED
Thanks to micro-reflector tech-
nology (MRX), these recessed 
luminaires generate pleasant, 
glare-free light even at high 
luminous flux levels (UGR19 
< 1,500 cd/m²). With the 4+1 
packages four luminaires share 
a single mains connection, 
thereby cutting installation time 
by almost 50 % and making the 
luminaires ideal for refurbishing 
typical 2-desk offices.

www.trilux.com/arimosmrx

Arimo Slim CDP and CDP-X LED
The Arimo Slim CDP and CDP-X 
LED recessed luminaires emit 
especially pleasant, glare-free 
light in accordance with stand-
ards, achieved with high-efficien-
cy microprisms. The CDP-X optic 
also creates a unique, harmoni-
ous effect of light thanks to its 
inner light edge.

www.trilux.com/arimoscdp

Belviso C1 LED 
With completely uniform illu-
mination, the Belviso C1 LED 
recessed luminaire creates high 
levels of well-being with its 
shadow-free light and provides 
lighting for computer screen 
workstations in accordance with 
standards. Active variants with 
white-white control emit relaxing 
or activating light according to 
requirements.

www.trilux.com/belvisoc1

Coriflex MRX LED
With its clear language of design 
and uniform illuminance across 
the complete luminaire length, 
Coriflex LED seamlessly blends 
into any room concept. Equipped 
with a louvre with micro-reflector 
technology, the Coriflex is also 
ideal for illuminating computer 
screen workstations (UGR19).

www.trilux.com/coriflex

WW control

LiveLink



OPEN-PLAN OFFICES

BIG OFFICES, 
BIG DEMANDS
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Open-plan offices are a world on their own, needing to meet the requirements of individual workers while simul-
taneously creating positive and motivating overall atmospheres. For lighting design this means each desk must be 
illuminated without glare and in accordance with standards. Large floor plans make designing more difficult due 
to the higher requirements for glare limitation – TRILUX products offer complete flexibility in this respect. Thanks 
to a wide spectrum of luminaires, even complex room situations can be functionally and attractively illuminated, 
enabling users to individually control their lighting.



OPEN-PLAN OFFICES

BIG OFFICES, 
BIG DEMANDS
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Polaron IQ LED
Communication zones in open-
plan offices are ideally illuminat-
ed with the suspended version of 
the Polaron IQ LED. Power supply 
is via fine, double-insulated 
cables simultaneously serving as 
luminaire suspension. The light 
itself is the central element of 
style.

www.trilux.com/polaroniq

Inplana/Onplana LED
Inplana and Onplana provide 
glare-free planar light for the 
first time in the downlight sector. 
The luminaires blend ideally 
into all surroundings thanks to 
their modern, purist design. Also 
suitable for wall mounting due to 
minimised direct glare and wide 
light emission to provide new 
planning and designing options.

www.trilux.com/inplana-onplana

Belviso C2 LED
With completely uniform illumi-
nation, the Belviso C2 LED semi- 
recessed luminaire creates high 
levels of well-being with its shad-
ow-free light and emits lighting 
for computer screen workstations 
in accordance with standards. 
The outstanding efficiency of 
111 lm/W leads to more than 40 % 
energy savings compared to T5. 

www.trilux.com/belvisoc2

Arimo Slim MRX LED
Thanks to micro-reflector tech-
nology (MRX), these recessed 
luminaires generate pleasant, 
glare-free light even at high 
luminous flux levels (UGR19 
< 1,500 cd/m²). The integration 
of light management compo-
nents provides additional savings 
potential in open-plan offices not 
continuously occupied. 

www.trilux.com/arimosmrx

Arimo Slim CDP & CDP-X LED
The wide-area light of the 
Arimo Slim CDP and CDP-X LED 
features high quality of light, 
and high efficiency, UGR19 glare 
reduction and easy installation 
ensure successful upgrading 
projects. Differing versions (e.g. 
linear variants) enable optimum 
applications.

www.trilux.com/arimoscdp

Belviso S LED
Belviso S LED free-standing 
luminaires provide stand-
ard-compliant lighting for twin 
workstations. The perfectly illu-
minated direct light emission 
creates a harmonious light 
appearance and users can 
individually set ambient light 
with the separately switchable 
indirect component that can 
be tilted through 30°. 

www.trilux.com/belvisos

WW control

LiveLink



EXECUTIVE OFFICES

STRONG PERFORMANCE
STRONG APPEARANCE
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Concentrated work at desks, confidential discussions with employees and customer presentations – high-per-
formance lighting solutions adapt flexibly to all situations. They are also convincing in terms of design, because 
prestigious interior and lighting design is a must for executive offices. These are ideal pre-conditions for TRILUX 
lighting solutions, bringing together modern designs with maximum functionality and energy efficiency. 



EXECUTIVE OFFICES

STRONG PERFORMANCE
STRONG APPEARANCE
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Lateralo Plus LED
Lateralo Plus LED suspended 
luminaires provide outstand-
ing quality of light due to the 
intelligent combination of direct 
and indirect light components. 
Ultra-flat and without a visible 
power cable, the Lateralo Plus 
emphasises the prestigious effect 
of executive offices whether 
switched on or off. 

www.trilux.com/lateralop

Inplana/Onplana LED
In prestigious areas such as 
executive offices, TRILUX Inplana 
and Onplana downlights provide 
highly atmospheric light – the 
very first glare-free planar light 
in the downlight sector. The 
luminaires blend into all interiors 
thanks to their modern, purist 
design, enabling the architecture 
itself to come to the fore. 

www.trilux.com/inplana-onplana

Less G2 LED
Less G2 downlights and wall-
washers ideally complement 
the sophisticated interiors of 
executive offices both functionally 
and in terms of appearance. The 
flexible range is highly discreet 
thanks to a purist and simulta-
neously modern design, blending 
harmoniously into its surround-
ings and ideally uniting light and 
architecture. 

www.trilux.com/lessled

Lateralo Ring LED
The circular design of these 
suspended LED luminaires 
guarantees flexible planning and 
applications. The transparent 
disc and suspension via three 
thin wires without visible power 
cable gives the Lateralo Ring 
LED a highly delicate appearance 
and creates an appealing look in 
executive offices.

www.trilux.com/lateralor

Belviso S LED
Belviso S LED free-standing 
luminaires also provide stand-
ard-compliant lighting for larger 
desks in prestigious offices and 
the perfectly illuminated direct 
light emission creates a harmoni-
ous light appearance. Users can 
individually set ambient light with 
the separately switchable indirect 
component that can be tilted 
through 30°. 

www.trilux.com/belvisos

WW control

LiveLink



MEETING ROOMS

DIVERSE AND FLEXIBLE
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Almost no other area is used as diversely as meeting rooms, with the spectrum ranging from sophisticated cus-
tomer meetings and multimedia presentations, to creative get-togethers and brainstorming sessions. Each situ-
ation demands different lighting conditions. Intelligent lighting solutions enable light to be optimised according to 
aesthetic and functional factors, including lighting intensity, light colour and the flexible combination of direct and 
indirect light components. 



MEETING ROOMS

DIVERSE AND FLEXIBLE
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Belviso C1 LED 
With completely uniform illu-
mination, the Belviso C1 LED 
recessed luminaire creates high 
levels of well-being at worksta-
tions with its shadow-free light 
and provides lighting for com-
puter screens in accordance with 
standards. Active variants with 
white-white control emit relaxing 
or activating light according to 
requirements.

www.trilux.com/belvisoc1

Coriflex MRX LED
A highly flexible, modular kit with 
either direct-indirect or purely 
direct light. The integration of 
mounting rail, gear tray and optic 
in the luminaire reduces instal-
lation time by 50 %. Compact 
1-metre elements ensure more 
flexibility with planning and sim-
plify handling. Suitable for uses in 
offices and training facilities due 
to its UGR19 optic.

www.trilux.com/coriflex

Inperla Ligra Plus LED
Various beam characteristics, 
luminous flux packages and de-
signs make the Inperla Ligra Plus 
LED the ideal lighting solution. 
Active variants with white-
white control provide ideal light 
atmospheres, whether activating 
for brainstorming sessions or 
calming for critical discussions. 

www.trilux.com/inperlaligraplus

Scenatic Point LED 
The Scenatic Point LED spot-
light sets attractive accents and 
creates prestigious, inviting 
atmospheres in meeting rooms. 
Available in differing construction 
sizes and various luminous flux 
packages, the Scenatic Point 905 
is highly adaptable. 

www.trilux.com/scenaticpoint905

Lateralo Ring LED
The circular design of the sus-
pended LED luminaires enables 
flexible planning and applications 
and sets an appealing contrast in 
meeting rooms. Ideally matched 
direct and indirect light compo-
nents create planar, uniform light 
with outstanding levels of visual 
comfort. 

www.trilux.com/lateralor

Lateralo Plus LED
Lateralo Plus LED suspended 
luminaires provide outstand-
ing quality of light due to the 
intelligent combination of direct 
and indirect light components. 
Ultra-flat and without a visible 
power cable, the Lateralo Plus 
highlights executive offices, 
whether switched on or off. 

www.trilux.com/lateralop

WW control

LiveLink



SANITARY FACILITIES

CLEANLY SOLVED 
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Sanitary areas should look clean, bright and friendly. The challenge lies in the fact that tiled walls and floors easily 
communicate an excessively bright and sterile impression. Avoiding light reflections in mirrors also requires 
designing expertise – and the right products. Modern LED technology enables sanitary facilities to be illuminated 
without glare and can also create pleasant atmospheres by individually specifying the light colour for example. An 
important factor is that sanitary areas are often only used on an ad-hoc basis, meaning energy costs for lighting 
can be significantly cut by intelligent light management systems with presence sensors. Active luminaire versions 
with daylight sequences provide ideal solutions for the often window-less sanitary areas.

Inperla Ligra Plus LED
Various beam characteristics, 
luminous flux packages and de-
signs make the Inperla Ligra Plus 
LED the ideal lighting solution. 
Active versions featuring white-
white control simulate the course 
of daylight – an ideal solution for 
window-less sanitary areas. 

www.trilux.com/inperlaligraplus

Acuro LED
The wall-mounted mirror lumi-
naires with IP44 protection emit 
especially soft light thanks to 
a finely structured opal diffuser. 
The Active version is ideal for 
frequently window-less sanitary 
areas, supporting the natural 
day-night rhythm of people 
thanks to white-white control. 

www.trilux.com/acuro

WW control

LiveLink



CAR PARKS, PATHS,
AND FACADE 
ILLUMINATION

OUTDOOR AREAS IDEALLY 
PRESENTED
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The right light is the right step
Safety and orientation have top priority when illuminating car parks and paths and outdoor lighting solutions must 
also be capable of withstanding highly adverse weather conditions and even vandalism. TRILUX luminaires are 
ideal for such applications due to their outstanding optics, highly durable materials and tough constructions. And 
that's not all – the luminaires feature modern, purist designs that blend harmoniously into their surroundings and 
set attractive accents. The solutions also score points in terms of economic operation and the unusually low oper-
ating costs can be reduced even further with intelligent light management systems.

The ideal display of architecture and companies
When illuminating buildings and facades, functional, aesthetic and emotional aspects are focused on. Signage 
and entrance areas must be illuminated to provide quick and reliable orientation for visitors, while the architecture 
itself can be confidently highlighted using planar and accent lighting to reflect corporate design – e.g. with light 
colours in the company's own C.I. TRILUX LED solutions offer a wide spectrum of options.
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CAR PARKS 
AND PATHS

OPTIMUM ORIENTATION
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HS LED
The decorative HS bollard and 
wall luminaires ideally illuminate 
paths with light accents. Energy-
efficient and with extremely low 
maintenance due to LED technol-
ogy, the highly durable luminaires 
are a reliable partner in outdoor 
applications.

www.trilux.com/hs

Pareda
Pareda decorative recessed wall 
luminaires have two construction 
sizes, each with various recessing 
versions for flexible adaptation to 
diverse lighting tasks. High-qual-
ity workmanship, a high protec-
tion rating, durable materials and 
almost no maintenance make the 
Pareda ideal for applications in 
tough environments.

www.trilux.com/pareda

Cuvia 40/60 LED
The modular design of the 
Cuvia 60 LED provides maxi-
mum flexibility with luminous 
flux levels and optical systems 
and makes future upgrades 
highly simple. The post-top and 
bracket-mounted luminaires 
feature high efficiency levels and 
impress across-the-board, from 
purchase to operating costs and 
maintenance. 

www.trilux.com/cuvia40
www.trilux.com/cuvia60

Lumega IQ LED
The newly developed optical sys-
tems of Lumega IQ LED post-top 
and bracket-mounted luminaires 
guarantee outstanding light dis-
tribution. Various MLTIQ (multi-
lens technology) lenses and a 
wide range of luminaire luminous 
flux levels enable individual 
adaptations to building-specific 
lighting tasks.

www.trilux.com/lumegaiq

ConStela LED
Supporting columns with various 
heights, various luminaire heads 
and the option of using flexibly 
settable spots create unique light 
columns with the ConStela LED. 
With the TRILUX Configurator, 
individual modules can quickly 
be combined to make custom-
designed columns.

www.trilux.com/constela

884··· LED series
The decorative LED bollard lumi-
naires 884··· LED feature highly 
simple installation and mainte-
nance and the modular luminaire 
design enables upgrading to 
more efficient LED generations.

www.trilux.com/884



FACADE 
ILLUMINATION

PRESTIGIOUS EXTERIORS
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Lumena Star LED
The innovative specular optic 
of the Lumena Star wide beam 
floodlight emits pleasant, glare-
free light without disturbing light 
spill and compared to convention-
al lighting systems saves energy 
by up to 40 %. Further savings 
potential is provided by optional 
features such as power reduction 
and light management systems.

www.trilux.com/lumenastar

Lumena 40 LED
Typical performance features of 
the Lumena 40 LED floodlight 
are its lightweight, filigree design 
and a tough, highly functional 
construction. The variety of light 
sources and many different optics 
provide maximum planning 
flexibility when illuminating and 
accenting facades and buildings.

www.trilux.com/lumena

Lutera 90/100/200 LED
The low recess depth of the 
Lutera 90 LED ground-recessed 
spotlight enables use both 
indoors and outdoors. Differing 
beam angles and light colours 
ideally illuminate both objects 
and buildings and the intelligent 
sealing concept guarantees long-
term, disturbance-free operation 
even in extreme conditions.

www.trilux.com/lutera90 
www.trilux.com/lutera100
www.trilux.com/lutera200

Faciella LED
Available in three construction 
sizes, the high performance, 
energy-efficient Faciella LED 
spot illuminates objects and 
buildings of various types and 
sizes in a uniform design. Various 
luminous flux levels and beam 
angles provide suitability for a 
variety of lighting tasks, enabling 
custom-designed light.

www.trilux.com/faciella
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TRILUX AKADEMIE

The TRILUX Akademie provides qualified training events for everyone professionally concerned with light. In ad-
dition to many topics about fundamental lighting expertise and electrotechnical aspects, light in practice, lighting 
design for indoor and outdoor applications as well as efficiency and economy, theme days, seminars and webinars 
also provide participants with many other facets of lighting.

Seminars which are highly respected in the lighting industry communicate fundamental, practical expertise. 
Another path to better knowledge are the theme days by renowned experts. The academy also follows new paths 
with webinars that offer special themes flexibly and with no need to travel.

Participants gain qualifications with all training formats in accordance with their previous knowledge and training 
targets. To increase learning and training effectiveness, a focus is placed on discussions, interactivity and direct
communication between lecturers and participants.

THEME DAYS
LED SEMINARS
WEBINARS
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TRILUX TOOLS

SIMPLE PLANNING WITH 
THE TRILUX EFFICIENCY 
CALCULATOR
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With the Efficiency Calculator, TRILUX provides a tool to compare the economy of up to five lighting systems with 
each other. The savings potential of new systems can be simply determined and documented. For example, the 
efficiency calculator calculates the pay-back period of a new system with LED lighting. The profit level achieved by 
running savings over and above the added investment during the complete system life cycle can also be calculated.

Analysis and graphic processing
For calculation purposes, all economically relevant parameters are entered into a concise input form. Luminaire, 
system and utilisation data are taken into account as well as system, lamp, maintenance and energy costs. Con-
nection to the TRILUX online catalogue ensures that product data is always up-to-date. Clear graphic displays of 
the results, e.g. the analysis of annual total costs or the sequence of investment and operating costs make it all 
clearly understandable at first glance.

Easy use of data
Calculation results are summarised in easily understandable tables to support customer-specific decision pro-
cesses. These include statements concerning energy efficiency, reduction of carbon dioxide, costs and pay-back 
periods for relevant planning fundamentals. Individually created projects can of course be saved to a local PC, 
archived and then processed later. Creating a project report is also useful. This includes all project data, evalua-
tions, diagrams as well as data sheets of the products used.

www.trilux.com/efficiency-calculator

Analysis of annual total costs

Old system

 System costs
 Lamp costs
 Energy costs

Years
Total Profit of Ownership after 16 years: € 107,395.20

Pay-back time of added system costs: 2.5 years

Course of investment and operating costs/three-desk office (new system 1)

€/p. a.

14,000

12,000

8,000

10,000

6,000

4,000

2,000

0

€
120,000
100,000

80,000
60,000
40,000
20,000

0
-20,000

New system 1

Course of investment and operating costs
of new system 1 related to the old system

 Net benefit
 Savings in operating costs
 Investment costs



TRILUX ONLINE

SIMPLY WORKING MORE 
EFFICIENTLY  

SIMPLIFY YOUR
WORKING PROCESS.

SIMPLIFY YOUR SIMPLIFY YOUR 
TEAMWORK.TEAMWORK.

 SIMPLIFY YOUR
SEARCH.

SIMPLIFY YOUR
PROJECT 

MANAGEMENT.

SIMPLIFY YOUR
WORKSPACE.

SIMPLIFY YOURSIMPLIFY YOUR
CONFIGURATION.
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Simply working more efficiently – with the new TRILUX website
Concise, practical and with intuitive use – this is TRILUX online from now on. The new TRILUX website is not only 
now more tidy and modern, but each area, screen and function has been newly designed. Requisite information is 
found at the right location and daily work is now supported more than ever.

The online presence now unites the classic website, the product catalogue, global references, configurators and 
the TRILUX portal. This portal contains a project management system in which all articles for a project can be 
saved. The portal automatically brings together all relevant data, so that product information, tender documents, 
planning data and prices are all available with one click. Online work was never as simple as this!

Simply everywhere and any time
Each area of the website has been optimised for PCs, tablets and smart phones. This means that all functions are 
available at all times and in a user-friendly way. Whether you‘re in the office, out-and-about or at home – TRILUX 
helps you to master your daily work anywhere.

Simply configuring
It was never simpler to configure a product yourself, for example from a single module to a complete continuous 
line in less than one minute. Following configuration, a parts list is automatically created with prices and all requi-
site data.

Simply managing projects
Product data from the online catalogue, your configurations or important website content – all of this can be saved 
in the TRILUX Portal. You can also create project folders and work simultaneously with several people as part 
of a team. The integrated timeline with comment functionality offers a continuous overview of the current project 
status.

Simply calculating prices
Never lose sight of costs again. The portal directly displays gross prices for individual products. ...and that‘s not 
all – if several products are assigned to a project the complete total is automatically calculated.

www.trilux.com



REFURBISHMENT

REFURBISH NOW AND 
REAP THE BENEFITS



Inperla Ligra Plus LED Arimo Slim MRX LED Arimo Slim D CDP LEDArimo Slim CDP LED

Ridos Slim LED Lumega IQ LED Lumena 40 LED Lumena Star LED
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Many reasons exist for upgrading existing lighting installations. The refurbishing of lighting installations offers 
a whole host of advantages, be they reducing costs by increasing efficiency, extending maintenance intervals with 
modern, durable technology or improving the quality of light by implementing lighting design according to the 
latest recommendations.

Light according to requirements is also an important competitive advantage. Poorly illuminated rooms and areas 
on the other hand represent sources of danger and errors. Whether it‘s for a company, an office or an external 
application – the demands made on modern lighting solutions are increasing across the board. At the same time, 
new forms of technology and systems enable the implementation of lighting concepts aligned to the needs of the 
people. Energy efficiency, light guidance, construction forms or control and networking – today‘s light is much 
more than merely illumination.

Ideally suitable for refurbishment projects:

From consultation to implementation, our light experts will be happy to support you with your 
lighting project: www.trilux.com/light-experts LIGHT 

EXPERTS
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REFURBISHMENT

REFURBISH NOW AND 
REAP THE BENEFITS
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Calculate your LED refurbishment project for energy efficiency, CO2 savings,
costs and pay-back periods at www.trilux.com/efficiency-calculator.
Our light experts will be happy to support you with optimum planning and
implementation. Simply contact us!

The basis for economic upgrading is highly efficient LED products, with optimum savings potential achieved with 
the use of light management systems. With this in mind, TRILUX works intensively on researching and developing 
new principles and methods which help bring the benefits of the latest technology and the many years of experi-
ence the TRILUX Group has to our customers.

Applicable legislation and guidelines specify not just the responsible handling of resources – legislative authorities 
also often offer attractive subsidy programmes to support upgrading to modern lighting solutions. Refurbishment 
projects are frequently highly complex. This ranges from a precise knowledge of the application and exact devel-
opment of individual solutions to expert implementation incorporating the best possible efficiency levels. TRILUX 
provides support for upgrading lighting installations, from assessing the current status and planning to installation 
and financing. Even with subsidy applications for the financing of lighting projects, TRILUX is the right partner for 
professional lighting. With high levels of experience and performance in production and technology, leading the 
way in research and development and with a close, direct proximity to customers in all applications.

That‘s the TRILUX philosophy – Simplify Your Light.

LIGHT 
EXPERTS

Energy efficiency example
3-desk office

Old installation
LLCG

Old installation 
ECG 

New system 
LED

Luminaire Old recessed luminaire 
T8 – 4x18 LLCG

Old recessed luminaire 
T8 – 4x18 ECG

ArimoS CDP LED 
4,000 lm

Power consumption per luminaire 84 W 76 W 40 W
Number of luminaires in building 6  6  6  
Total power consumption 504 W 456 W 240 W
Kilowatt hours p. a. 1,386 kWh 1,254 kWh 660 kWh
Energy costs p. a. € 438 € 396 € 209

T8 – LLCG T8 – ECG
Energy saving potential 52 % 47 %
Saved kilowatt hours p. a. 726 kWh 594 kWh
Energy savings p.a. € 230 € 188
CO2 savings p. a. 0.43 tonnes 0.35 tonnes
Based on a nominal price per kWh of € 0.23 in 2015 and an annual inflation rate of 5 % over 15 years (each with 2,750 hrs.) of service life.



TRILUX XPERIENCE

DIVING INTO THE WORLD 
OF LIGHT
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With the new XPERIENCE internet platform, we transform the fascination of light in all its facets into genuine ex-
periences, ranging from emotional effects to savings potential. A filter function sorts application examples where 
required according to themes and applications. Those searching specifically for energy savings potential in the in-
dustrial sector or office lighting solutions for example, find suitable offers in next to no time and of course projects, 
products and technical trends, provided in the form of articles, interviews, videos and image galleries.

www.trilux.com/xperience
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PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Entrance areas

Corridors, stairways

Office rooms 

Open-plan offices

Polaron IQ LED
www.trilux.com/polaroniq

Inplana/Onplana LED
www.trilux.com/inplana-onplana

Less G2 LED
www.trilux.com/lessled

Inplana/Onplana LED
www.trilux.com/inplana-onplana

Inperla Ligra Plus LED
www.trilux.com/inperlaligraplus

Polaron IQ LED
www.trilux.com/polaroniq

Belviso C1 LED 
www.trilux.com/belvisoc1

Coriflex MRX LED
www.trilux.com/coriflex

Arimo Slim MRX LED
www.trilux.com/arimosmrx

Belviso C2 LED
www.trilux.com/belvisoc2 

Arimo Slim MRX LED
www.trilux.com/arimosmrx

Arimo Slim CDP & CDP-X LED
www.trilux.com/arimoscdp
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Products shown represent 
only a small selection of our 
lighting solutions. See the 
complete product spectrum at 
www.trilux.com. 

We would be pleased to help 
you to achieve the right solution 
for your individual office project. 

Simply contact us!

WW control

LiveLink

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

LC67 LED
www.trilux.com/lc67

Belviso D LED
www.trilux.com/belvisod

Ridos Slim LED
www.trilux.com/ridos-slim

LC67 LED
www.trilux.com/lc67

Arimo Slim CDP & CDP-X LED
www.trilux.com/arimoscdp

Polaron IQ LED
www.trilux.com/polaroniq

Inplana/Onplana LED
www.trilux.com/inplana-onplana

Belviso S LED
www.trilux.com/belvisos
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Executive offices

Meeting rooms

Sanitary facilities

Parking areas/paths

Lateralo Plus LED
www.trilux.com/lateralop

Lateralo Ring LED
www.trilux.com/lateralor

Belviso S LED
www.trilux.com/belvisos

Coriflex MRX LED
www.trilux.com/coriflex

Lateralo Ring LED
www.trilux.com/lateralor

Lateralo Plus LED
www.trilux.com/lateralop

Inperla Ligra Plus LED
www.trilux.com/inperlaligraplus

Acuro LED
www.trilux.com/acuro

Cuvia 40/60 LED
www.trilux.com/cuvia40

Lumega IQ LED
www.trilux.com/lumegaiq

ConStela LED
www.trilux.com/constela

PRODUCT OVERVIEW
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884··· LED series
www.trilux.com/884

Products shown represent 
only a small selection of our 
lighting solutions. See the 
complete product spectrum at 
www.trilux.com. 

We would be pleased to help 
you to achieve the right solution 
for your individual office project. 

Simply contact us!

WW control

LiveLink

Belviso C1 LED 
www.trilux.com/belvisoc1

Inperla Ligra Plus LED
www.trilux.com/inperlaligraplus

HS LED
www.trilux.com/hs

Pareda
www.trilux.com/pareda

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Inplana/Onplana LED
www.trilux.com/inplana-onplana

Less G2 LED
www.trilux.com/lessled

Scenatic Point LED 
www.trilux.com/scenaticpoint905
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PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Facade illumination

Products shown represent 
only a small selection of our 
lighting solutions. See the 
complete product spectrum at 
www.trilux.com. 

We would be pleased to help 
you to achieve the right solution 
for your individual office project. 

Simply contact us!

Lumena Star LED
www.trilux.com/lumenastar

Lumena 40 LED
www.trilux.com/lumena

Lutera 90/100/200 LED
www.trilux.com/lutera90

Faciella LED
www.trilux.com/faciella



All technical data including dimensional and weight specifications have 
been checked carefully. Errors excepted. Possible colour deviations are 
due to printing processes. We reserve the right to modify in the interest 
of progress. Luminaires are partly shown with accessories that must be 
ordered separately. Images of installations may show custom manufac-
tured luminaires. Printed on PEFC-certified paper in an environmentally 
friendly way.

CONTACTS

TRILUX GmbH & Co. KG 
Heidestraße · D-59759 Arnsberg 
Postfach 19 60 · D-59753 Arnsberg  
Tel. +49 29 32.3 01-0  
Fax +49 29 32.3 01-3 75  
sales@trilux.com · www.trilux.com  
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